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TIME/FREQUENCY SERVICES OF TNE U S .  NATIONAL BUREAU 

IMPROVEMENT 
OF STANDARDS AND SOME ALTERNATIVES FOR FUTURE 

R.E. BEEHLER* 

IN THB first part of this paper, the current time and frequency 
(T/F)  dissemination services of the U.S. National Bureau 
of Standards (NBS) are summarized, d t h  special emphasis 
on the recently implemented time code distribution by 
satellite. While these services, and other similar ones 
maintained by other nations, continue to provide needed 
T/F reference signals to large numbers of diverse users 
throughout the world, demands for improved T/F services 
and international co-ordination capabilities are being 
generated by many technological application areas. Some 
of these include communications, navigation, space 
sciences, electric power networks, and scientific data moni- 
toring of many types. Improvements that are needed may 
take many forms--e.g., higher accuracy, wider covcragc, 
higher reliability of reception, reduced interference, easier 
conipatibility with automated systems, and lower costs to 
both users and suppliers of T/F reference signals. In the 
second part of this paper, a number of alternativc techniques 
and systems offering potential improvements in the future 
are discussed. In  all cases included here, these alternatives 
make use of satellite techniques. While this is not meant 
to imply that no further improvements are possible or 
practical in the existing, terrestrial-based services, it does 
reflect the current thinking of many T/F organizations that 
substantial improvements in future T/F dissemination 
and co-ordination will be most easily achieved using satell- 
ite-based methods and systems. 

NBS T/  F DISSEMINATION SERVICES 

Radio Broadcast Services: WWV/WWVH 

These two HF services have been in operation since 
1923 and 1948, respectively, and serve large number of 
moderate-accuracy users throughout the Western hemisphere 
WWV, located in the state of Colorado, transmits 
10 kW of power on 5, 10, and 15 MHz and 2.5 kW on 2.5 
and 20 MHz. WWVH, located in Hawaii, transmits 
10 kW on 5,  10 and 15 MHz and 5 kW on 2.5 MHz. 
All frequencies at each station carry the same program 
and are transmitted 24 hours/day. The use of multiple 
frequencies helps to insure that at least one of the trans- 
missions can be received at most locations at any time 
even though HF propagation is often adversely affected by 
ionospheric disturbances. Two different types of transmitting 
antenilas are used: the 5, 10, and 15 MHz antennas at 
WWVH are phased, vertical half-wave dipole arrays designed 
to produce a cardiod radiation pattern with maximum 
radiation to the west away from the U.S. mainland, while 
thc 2.5 MHz antenna at WWVH andall WWVantennas 
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are vertical half-wave dipoles that radiate omnidirectional 
pat terns. 

Transmitted accuracy is maintained io bctter than 
1 x IO-” (frcquency) and 10 ps (time) at both stations with 
respect to the NBS Frequency Standard. Each station main- 
tains its own local time scale based on a set ofthree comm- 
ercial caesium standards. Long-term accuracy and stabi- 
lity with respect to UTC(NBS) is insured at WWV by 
making regular TV-Line IO-time synchronizations with the 
primary time scale in Boulder, CO using common reception 
of a TV transmission from Denver, CO. This comparison 
can be made routinely to 10-ns precision. The local time 
scale at WWVH is steered in long term by making use 
of more indirect measurement links between WWVH and 
UTC(NBS). These involve portable-clock, Loran-C, and 
TV-Line-IO links to a U S Navy time reference station 
near Honolulu, HI which maintains a local time scale that 
is known with respect to UTC(USNO), and thus, also, 
with respect to UTC(NBS). WWVH also monitors the 
WWVB 60-kHz signal from Ft. Collins, CO and the GOES 
(Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites) time 
code transmission to provide further checks on its transmitt- 
ed accuracy. 

The hourly broadcast schedules of WWV and WWVH 
are shown in Fig. 1. The following types of information 
are includcd: 

Voice Time Announcements 

These occur just prior to each minute. A male voice is 
used for WWV and a female voice for WWVH to aid in 
distinguishing between the two stations in regions where 
they both may be received. Time announcements are given 
in Universal Co-ordinated Time. 

Standard Time Intervals 

Each second is marked by a short 5 ms pulse of lo00 Hz 
(WWV) or 1200 Hz (WWVH), except that the 29th and 59th 
seconds pulses are deleted, the first seconds pulse of each 
minute is 800 ms long, and the first pulse of each hour 
is 800 ms of 1500 Hz (both stations). There is a 40 ms 
protected “hole” around each pulse during which time all 
other modulations are deleted in order to avoid interference 
with attempting to pick out the received pulses; 

Standard Audio Frequencies 

In alternate minutes during most of the hourly format 
standard audio tones of either 500-Hz or 6OO-Hz are 
broadcast. In addition, there is one 45-second segment 
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of 440 Hz each hour that can be used for tuning musical 
instruments. CClR Recoinnieiidatioii 460-2; 

doubled seconds pulses each minute in accordance with 

UTI Time Correction BCD Time Code 

Although by international agreement, the WWV and 
WWVH time signals are maititdined within 10.0 s of the 
astronomical UTI tillle scale, information is included in 
the format which gives the difference between UTI and 
UTC with a resolution of 0.1s for those relatively felv 
users wlio need this higher accuracy. WWV and WWVH 
encode this information by using an appropriate number of 

A binary coded decimal (BCD) time code is transmitted 
continuously by WWV and WWVK 011 a 100-Hz subcarrier. 
The 100-Hz subcarrier is synchronous with tlie code pulses 
so that 10-millisecond resolution is attained. The time code 
provides a standard timing base for scientific observations 
made simultalieously at different locations. It has applica- 
tion, for example, where signals telemetered from a satellite 
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are recorded along with the time-code pulses. Data analysis 
is then aided by having accurate, unambiguous time markers 
superimposed directly on the recording. 

The WWV/WWVH time-code format presents UTC 
information in serial fashion at a rate of one pulse per 
second. Groups or pulses can be decodcd to ascertain 
the current minute, hour, and day of year. While the 100-Hz 
subcarrier is not considered one of the standard audio 
frequencies, the code does contail1 the I 00-Hz frequency 
and may be used as a standard with the same accuracy 
as thc audio frequencies. A descriptio11 of the time code is 
contained i n  ref. I .  

Public Service Announcements 

Selected 45-second time slots during the hourly forinat 
are made available to other U S government agencies for 
making appropriate public service announcements. At 
present these include: Marine weather warnings for certain 
areas of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans (WWV and 
WWVH); geoalert messages giving information on selected 
geophysical event5 and seine radio-propagation-related 
data (WWV): and status reports on the Omega Navigation 
System (WWV altd WWVH). More detailed information 
on the WWV and WWVH services may be found in 
ref. 1.  

A recent, large-scaic survey of WWV a ~ ~ d  WWVH 
users (ref. 2) demonstrated conclusively that HF services, 
even with their propagation-related problems, nevertheless 
arc critically important for large numbers of users. Figure 
2 i s  a breakdown of the various users in each of several 
application areas, based on lnorc than 12,000 responses to 
a detailed questionnaire. The miscellaneous "Other" 
category includes three major user groups: private citizens; 
catch-makers/jewel]ers; and amateur-radio operators. 
Of the various services offered within the WWV and WWVH 
formats, the most popular with users overall are the time-of- 

Fig. 2. Breakdown of usex. 

day voice announcements, one-second ticks, standard 
frequencies, and thc marine-weather warnings, in  that 
ordcr. 

RADIO HROA DC'AS'I SEEK VICES : W W VU 

This NBS LF scrvice, opcrating cont~nuously at a 
13 kW levcl OII 60 kHz, complemcnts the f iF broadcasts 
by providing higlicr accuracy and inorc rcliablc covcrage 
primarily for thc Unitcd States mainland and C;iiiada. 
The format is designcd to satisfy thc more deinancllng needs 
of industrial and military calibration laboratories, scientific 
data monitoring applications, the electric power industry, 
and the communications industry, who arc willing to pay 
higher costs (relatives to HF) in order to gain better per- 
formance. 

The WWVB facility IS co-located with that of WWV in 
Ft. Collins, CO and uses the same set of commercial caesium 
standards to maintain its transmitted accuracy of better 
than 1 x IO-". Since effects of the propagation medium are 
relatively minor in the LF region, frequency comparisons 
to better than 1 x IO-" are possiblc at the users' sites with 
appropriatc receiving equipment and techniques. Day-to- 
day stability of the WWVB signal is normally better than 
5 x IO-12. 

The effective radiated power of 13 kW is transmitted 
from a I22-metre, top-loaded vertical antenna installed 
over a radial ground screen. In addition to the phase- 
stabilized carrier, tlic WWVB trammission includes time 
information in tlic form of a BCD tiinc code. Thc time 
code is synchronized with the 6 0 - k H ~  carrier and is hroad- 
cast continuously at a rate of one pulse per second. Each 
pulse is generatcd by reducing the carrier power 10 dB at 
the beginning of thc second, so the leading edge of every 
negative-going pulse is on time. Details of the WWVB 
time code arc presentcd in rcfercnce (i). 

A WWVB modernization program is nearing completion 
which is designed to insure continued reliable operation 
of the facility for many more years. Both main and standby 
transmitters are being complctely refurbished. A new 
electrical power system, one new caesium standard, and 
new tinic codc generators arc being provided. 

Generally, the application areas for WWVB fall into 
two major categories, depending on whether the signal is 
needed primarily as a source of frequency information or 
time information. Typical users and applications in the 
first category include industrial, military, and civilian 
government standards labs; clectric power companies 
needing a standard reference for their 60-Hz power fre- 
quency; calibration of electronic counter time bases 
and a variety of other moderate-accuracy oscillators; and 
1 he certification of conimuiiication system frequencies as 
required by law. Some typical uses of WWVB, where the 
emphasis is more on a timing reference with respect to 
UTC(NBS) include the synchronization of communication 
system; time co-ordination within electric power networks; 
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event dating in electric power networks as an aid in fault 
analysis; and provision of a general time base in the simul- 
taneous recording of geophysical data at many remote 
locations. A variety of commercial receiving equipment 
is available for either or both types of applications. 

TELEPHONE TIME-OF-DAY SERVICES: WWV AND 
wwvfr 

One of the most popular services offered by the NBS is 
the telephone-accessible WWV and WWVH time-of-day 
announcements. Users dialling a regular commercial 
telephone number in the Boulder, CO (for WWV) or Kauai, 
HI (for WWVH) area receive the audio portion of the 
respective HF broadcast directly from the station format 
generation equipment. It should be noted that such calls 
are not toll-free calls, except in the local areas near the 
stations. 

Popularity of this servicc has grown steadily to the 
point where we are receiving about 2,000,000 calls per year 
to WWV and about 120,000 per year to WWVH. Incoming 
calls are limited to three minutes each and it is necessary 
to provide sixteen lines in rotary to keep the "busy rate" 
down to an acceptable level (for the WWV services). 

CALIBRATION OF NON-NBS TRANSMISSIONS AS 
TRANSFER STANDARDS 

Many radio broadcasts exist which are not primarily 
intended as time and frequency standards, but which, never- 
theless, arc stabilized for other reasons and thus can be useful 
in time and frequency applications. Examples of such 
broadcasts include: thc US Loran-C navigation system 
transmissions at 100 kHz; the eight-worldwide VLF broad- 
casts of thc Omega Navigation Systeni; and many television 
broadcasts. All of these signals are stabilized by means 
of atomic frequency standards. 

NBS currently 1110nito1-s on a regular basis two Omega 
stations, Hawaii and North Dakota; about six different 
Loran-C stations from several different chains; and the 
three major conimcrcial television networks as distributed 
both from thc US East and West Coast origination points. 
in the ,cast of tclevision broacasts, both the frequency 
of the colour subcairier and the timing of the line-10 
synchronization pulses are measured relative to NBS 
standards. By publishing these measurements in a monthly 
T/F Services Bulletin (ref. 3), NBS provides a means for 
users to compare their local measurements of the same 
signals with those of NBS and thus obtain traceability to 
NBS standards. 

GOES SATELLITE TIME CODE DISTRIBUTION 

As a complement to its other time and frequency 
services. NBS is now sponsoring a satellite-disseminated 
time code using the GOES (Geostationary Operational 
Environmental Satellite) satellites of the National Oceanic 

and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (Hanson et ai. 
1979, ref. 5). The time code is referenced to the NBS time 
scale and gives Co-ordinated Universal Time (UTC). 
Although the t m c  code was designed to provide a means 
of dating environniental data collected by the GOES 
satellites, it can also be used as a general-purpose time 
reference for inany other applications. The time code is 
available to the entire Western hemisphere from two 
satellites on a near full-time basis. 

There are always at least three GOES satellites in orbit, 
two in operational status with a third serving as an in-orbit 
spare. The western satellite operates at 468.825 MHz and 
is located at 135" West longitude. The eastern satellite is 
received on 468.8375 M H z  and is positioned at 75" West 
longitude. The spare is at 105" West longitude. Coverages 
of the two operational satellites are shownin Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. Covonge arcas for COESJ'lLust arid GOES/ West sutellites. 

The GObS satellites collect environniental data from 
remote sensors. The timc code is part of the interrogation 
chatinel which is used to communicate with these sensors. 
The interrogation mcssages and timc code are prepared 
and sent to the GOES satellites from Wallops Island, 
Virginia. NBS maintains atomic clocks, referenced to UTC 
(NBS), at this site to generate the time code. In addition, 
the Wallops Jslaiids equipment contains an automated 
capability for inonitoring Loran-C and TV signals as an aid 
in keeping the GOES clocks synchronized with UTC 
(NBS) and complete, telephone-accessible diagnostic inforin- 
ation. The time code includes a sync word, a time-of-year 
message (including day of year, hour, minute, and second), 
UTI correction, and satellite position. A description of the 
time code is given in ref. 1. 

The GOES time code can be used at three levels of 
performance: mcorrected for path delay, corrected for 
mean-path delay only, and fully corrected. 

Uncorrected: The path delay from point of origin 
(Wallops Island, Virginia) to the earth via the satellite 
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is approximately 260,000 microseconds, Since the signals 
are advanced En time by this amount before transmission 
from Wallops Island, they arrive at the earth's surface 011 
timc to within 16 milliseconds. 

Corrected for Meatt-Path Delay: Accounting for the 
mean-path delay to any point on thc earth's surface, but 
ignoring the cyclic (24-hour) delay variation, generally 
guarantees thc signal arrival tinic to .\:OS millisecond. 

Fiillj Correcfed: The cyclic delay varhtion is a result of 
the satellite orbit or path around the earth not being perfectly 
circular and not in the plane of the equator. The orbit is 
actually an ellipse and has a small inclination-usually 
less than I".  To compensate for these and other effects, 
the satellite position is included with the time message 
for correction of path delay by the user or autoinatically 
within the receiving equipment. This correction, in principle, 
provides path dclays accurate to -4- I O  microseconds. The 
ultimate accuracy of the recovered time, however, depends 
upon knowledge of user equipment delays and noise levels 
as well as path delay. Approximately fivc years' experience 
with this system have also shown that much largcr errors 
occur occasionally. These result from such sources a5 
unusually poor quality orbit clements for the satellites as 
supplied to NBS by the tracking organizations, unannounced 
shifts from one satellitc to another, and satellite ~nanoeuvers. 
Occasional temporary time code shifts due to such causes 
have been observed at thc scvcral hundred microsecond 
Icvcl. However, the timing signal can usually be relied OIY 

to  remain within I 50 11s of UTC(NBS) over long periods 
of time i.e., months (Bcehler et al. 1979). 

Figure 4 shows the variation of patli-delay-corrected 
daily averages of (UTC(NBS-GOES/East) over a typical 
45-days period. Fig. 5 shows the performance of GOES/ 
East OVCI' a longer period of 258 days, but based only on a 
single measurement madc at OOOOUT each day. For coni- 
parkon, Figure 6 shows how tlic reccived time code varied 
over one period of about 6 months when no corrections 
were madc to the data for path delay. 

Fig. 4. V TC (NBS)--GOES/Eus~ : Single da.'ly niea~urrnirnu UI 

0000 ur. 

UTC (NOS) -GOES/WEST (UNCORRECTEU FOR PATH 

$ "I DELAY)rSINGLE DAILY MEASUREMENTS A T  0000UT 

Commercial receivers are available in two different levels 
of complexity and performancc. The simpler version requires 
the user to make any desired path delay corrections e.&., 
for the mean-path delay to achieve - 1 .  0.5 ms. Operation 
is automatic, including switching from one satellitc to 
another if signal is lost. User cost is about $2200. The 
more sophisticated version contains microprocessors and 
calculator chips to decode the satellite position data in the 
format, compute the path delay to thc u~cr's specific site 
updated each four minutes, and correct the output 1 pps 
reference accordingly. User cost is about $4500. Both 
receivers can opcratc with very compact (= 0.3 x 0.3 m) 
plate antennas or reasonably small helix antennas. 

Based on estimates of com rtiercial receiver salcs, there 
are currently more than 400 users of the GOES satellite time 
code. Applications vary widely with special emphasis on 
those situations, where multiple receiving sites are involved 
that must be synchronized over large geographical areas 
and whcre remote geographical areas are involved that are 
not well served by terrestrial-based T/F services. Examples 
include: time co-ordination throughout large electric power 
networks in South America, Central America, and 
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Canada; provision of a widely accessible standard for 
comparing phase angle measurements throughout electric 
power networks: Synchronization of communication system 
sites, both on the ground and in aircraft; and correlation 
of extensive data collected from geophysical monitoring 
networks. 

The worldwide meteorological satellite system, of which 
the US GOES satellites are a part, also includes operational 
satellites for the European and Japanese regions. These 
are known as Mateosat and GMS, respectively. At present, 
coverage does not extend to the Indian Ocean region. A 
number of replacement and upgraded satellites designed 
to replace those currently in operation are in the planning, 
design, and construction stages, thus assuring continued 
operation of the overall system well into the 1990s. 

Although the tiiiic code is presently available only from 
the US components of the international system, the appro- 
priate bits in the data format needed for the time code 
are available on the othcr satellites. Some discussions 
havc been held with Europcan and Japanese T/F organiza- 
tions and the European Space Agency concerning an inter- 
national cxpansion of the time code capability, but firm 
decisions have not yet been made. Also, there is some 
possibility that the Indian Ocean satellite component of this 
overall system will still bc added at some later time. 

IN FORMATION SERVICES 

Because TIE’ techniques are so widely used in may 
technical applications, there is a substantial need for extensive 
contacts with equipment manufacturers and users of the 
various T / F  services. NBS maintains an active effort to pro- 
vide information about its own T / F  services as well as 
other available alternatives. In addition to the normal 
technical publications, a variety of semi-technical and more 
popular broch ares, reports, and talks arc provikled to 
explain NBS and other services and how to use them. Two 
recent examples include a tutorial book on time and fre- 
quency (Jespcrsea & Randolph 1977) and an extensive TIF 
Users Manual (ref. S), which reviews many T / F  services 
available and explains how to use them in a very practical 
way. Another information publication, the monthly T/F 
Services Bulletin, has been mentioned previously. 

NBS also develops and presents specialized technical 
seminars relating to many aspects of time and frequency. 
One of the principal seminars on the topic of T / F  calibration 
resources and methods has been given two times per year 
for several years and may be developed further into a 
travelling seminar for presentation at other locations. 

SOME POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS IN CURRENT 
NBS SERVICES 

At this point in time, the NBS T/F dissemination 
services are considered to be well established and major 
changes in the next few years are not anticipated. However, 

the following improvements are inprogress or under con- 
sideration: 

( i )  The modernization of W WVB, previously mentioned, 
will be complete during 1981; 

( i i )  A time code referenced to UTC(NRS and designed 
for direct interfacing to computers and automatic data 
acquisition systems, may be made available via dial-up 
telephone links; 

(iii) The voice-announcement-generation systems at 
WWV and WWVH inay be replaced with solid-state, 
voice-chip systems. The idea is to replace existing mechani- 
cal recording/playback systems with all-electronic systems. 
Appropriate vocabularies would be constructed including 
all the necessary woxds and phrases used in the time, weather 
and other voice announcements. These words and phrases 
would then be spoken by a professional announcer one at a 
time, digitized, and stored in electronic memory. Any 
combiliation of words could then be automatically assembled 
by interfacing to an appropriate timing signal (for time 
announcements) or to some other input control dcvice e.g., 
a touch-tone telephone, to assemble a weather message 
originated in a remote location. Advantages of such a 
technique include: lower cost; increased reliability of all- 
electronic equipment; and the ability to generate professional 
quality public service voice announcements on WWV and 
WWVH even thosgh the content is selected and updated 
from remote locations. It is also worth noting that such a 

voice-chip time-announcement system could also be 
incorporated within user receiving equipment to provide 
locally-generated ’ announcements of time. Advantages 
include: the capability to generate local time announce- 
ments referenced to a received time code, rather than having 
to receive a wideband voice transmission; availability of 
time announcements in any language and the ability to 

elect the language at each user’s site; and the flexi- 
generate an accurate voice-time announcement on 

demand and from almost any receivable time code; 
(iv) The experimental aditioii of an NBS-referenced 

time announcement to selected National Weather Service 
(NWS) F M  radio broadcasts in a few major metropolitan 
centres. One such test is currently under evaluation in 
Denver, CO, using a ‘voice-announccment system, as 
described in ( i i i )  above, locked to the WWVB time code. 
A similar test may be conducted in Hawaii, using a voice- 
announcement system operating from the received GOES 
satellite time code; and 

(11) The operational GOES time code system inay be 
improved by arranging direct access by NBS to a NOAA 
computer in order to access satellite position information 
on a more current basis. 

SOME POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES FOR IMPROVED 
WORLDWIDE T / F  DISSEMINATION AND 
COORDINATION USING SATELLITE TECHNIQUES 

Although T / F  services, such as those described earlier 
will continue to serve the needs of a great majority of users 
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far many years to come, they arc already proving to bc 
deficient for some of the more technically-demanding 
applications. As niorc sophisticated technology continues 
to bc introduccd throughout niost societies, 7 / F  dissenii- 
nation and co-ordination capabilitics, which arc important 
components in tIiil11y cascs, will havc to show corresponding 
improvement. At lcast i n  the case of present terrestrial- 
based 7’//; scrviccs, howcvcr, such improvements will bc 
extremely difficult and cxpensivc, or in somc instanccs, 
virtually impossible due to fundamental limitations. For 
cxamplc, the accuracy of tinic transfer via HF and LF 
radio propagation will, in general always be limited to 
about the lcvcls achievcd now due to the unccrtaintics and 
disturbances introduced by the propagation media. Even 
in the case of tlie need for improved coverage, where onc 
might cxpcct to alleviate the problems by simply imple- 
inenting morc H F  radio stations, we arc already seeing the 
disadvantages of this approach in the foriii of increased 
niutual iiiterferencc in sonic regions of tlic world. 

I n  rccognition of this need to cxplore other possibilities 
for improving timc-transfer capabilities i n  the futurc, 
Study Group 7 o f  the CCIR (Consultative Committee for 
Intcrnational Radio) has initiated a study of satellite-based 
alternatives for improving TiF dissemination and co- 
ordination. The emphasis of this study is on satellite systems 
and Icchniques which offer reasonable promise of supporting 
operational. long-term needs as contrastcd with short- 
icrm expcrimcnt\. A spccial Interim Working Party (TWP) 
7/4 has been established to perform this study, and, while 
this tash is not yet concluded, some useful background 
information on variou5 satellite alternatives has been 
accumulateci and is being evaluated. In the remaii&r of 
this paper, somc of this information that may be useful 
to those considering thc implementation of satellite-based 
7 / F  services or timc transfer links will bc summarized. Tit 

what follows, it should be recognized that, since the IWP 
714 study is still in progress as of February 1981, the 
content is primarily the responsibility of the author and 
should not be necessarily assumed to represent a consensus 
view of IWP 7/4. Tn most cascs, however, tlie infornia- 
tion is largely factual in nature and is based 011 publications 
or information from technical people familiar with each 
situation. 

The various satellite alternatives arc divided for con- 
venience into three separate groups: (i) those which have 
primary application for high -accuracy ti me transfer ; ( i i )  
those which appear moSt useful for general T / F  dissemi- 
nation to large number of users; and ( i i i )  those systems/ 
techniques which offer potential for both improved dissemi- 
nation arid improved high-accuracy 7’iF transfei. For each 
alternative considered, some morc gcncral information is 
first given, which describes the system or technique and 
its present status. Following this will be a summary, in 
tabular form, giving some comparative information about 
each system or technique, including coverage, accuracy 
capability, some user cost considerations, a judgement 
about the feasibility of on-site use, and an indication of 

the experimental-versus-operational iiature of the 
ai ternativc. 

Alternatives for High Accuracy, I’oint-to-Point Til, ‘I rniirfer 

7’he aVi1ilabJllty and USC Of comlnunlcation channels 
provided operational communication satcIIitc 5ystems 
opcratcd by inany compdnics, natiom, and icgioiul groupb 
of nations arc growing dramatically. For  liigli-dc;curacy, 
point-to-p0int timc coinparmiis, two sitcs might for 
example, arrange to simultaneously cxchangc suitable 
timing signals through the satellite link. At  each sitc, the 
nieasuremciits consist of tinie differciiccs bctwcen thc 
transmitted and rcccivcd timc markers. Aswining that 
signal delays through thc propagation medium, the satell- 
ite transponder, and the rcceiving/transniitting cquipmcnt 
are syminctrical, the time difference bctwccn the two sites 
can bc computed simply from the measurcd tinie diffcrcnces 
at cach site without any knowledge of the satellite or user 
locations. Typically, measurements arc conducted for 
periods of only 10-60 minutes at a time and once or twice 
per week. Other variations of tlic techniques arc also possbilc, 
not requiring tlie siinultancous exchange of signals. Currently 
available communication satellites opcratc cithcr in tlic 4/6 
GHr or 11ic I 1 / I  2/ 14 GHz allocated bands. The iiscr tias 
considerable flexibility in selecting signal design and, in 
some cases, the channel bandwidth. With some system$ 
entire 36 MHz-widc transponder channels must be leased; 
in others, each channel can be subdivided. I n  digitally- 
oriented systems. data bit ratcs of S6 kbjs are often 
available as a “Standard” channcl, but bit ratcs of I .S Mb/s 
and highcr arc often availablc. 

In some situations (in the US.,  for example) itrtcr- 
national comparison links via communications satellite 
may require a two-hop process with one link froin thc 
time laboratory to an lntelsat terminal via domcstic satel- 
lite and a second link from the intelsat terminal to thc 
other country via the lntelsat system. Since many coniincr- 
cia1 satellite systems are now in operation with proven 
technology. the implementation of operational timing 
links among major laboratories would be rclativcly straight- 
forward, 

Many domestic, regional, and iritcrnational satellite 
common carriers are in operation and have communication 
channels available for lease. Earth stations are readily 
available for many sources either on a purchase or lease 
basis. Earth station technology is dcveloping rapidly, and 
there is a strong trend towards using smaller systems 
(5-10 metres) located at the end point of use [c.s., llic 
timing laboratory]. The 4/6 GHL bands are bcing heavily 
used, resulting in some significant frequency co-ordinaion 
problems in certain areas. Some newer systems (e.,g., 
Intelsat-V, Satellite Business Systems (U.S.), and Advances 
WESTAR (U.S.) will operate in the 11/14 GH7 bands to 
alleviate crowding and will make use of higher-speed 
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TDMA techniques. Frequency-reuse techniques are helping 
to create more available channels out of the same limited 
spectrum space. As satellite comniunications capacity and 
use increasc, costs per channel are decreasing. 

GPS (Global Positioning System) 

The GPS (also known as NAVSTAR) is being developed 
by the U.S. Department of Defence as a high-accuracy, 
continuously available navigation/position-location system 
(Milliken & Zoller 1978). The system will include a total 
of 18 operating satellites, arranged in 3 orbital planes. 
The 18 satellites in 12-hour orbits will result in several 
being in view of any specific location at any time. Each 
satellite will contain atomic clocks (caesium, rubidium, 
and hydrogen devices are all being investigated) to generate 
extremely well characterized timing signals as part of 
the navigation message format. The system will be supported 
by an extensive network of monitoring stations and control 
stations which will provide updated timing corrections 
to the onboard atomic clocks. Although GPS system time 
will not necessarily track UTC precisely, its relationship to 
UTC will be accurately known at all times. The complex 
GPS signal format is transmitted to users on frequencies of 
1575 and 1228 MHz and can bereceived with relatively small 
ominidirectional antennas. Coded information is included 
giving clock corrections, ionospheric corrections, and satell- 
ite ephemeris data for calculating the one-way propagation 
delay. The GPS signal is designed in such a way that its 
navigation and time-transfer potential can bc made available 
at two different accuracy levels. 

It is important to understand that the US Depart- 
ment of Defence has not yet formally announced decisions 
which can have a major impact on the time-transfer capabi- 
lities of GPS for non-US-military users. Examples of ques- 
tions which rcmain to be answered officially include: (i) 
the extent to which access to the GPS timing information 
may be controlled for non-US-military users, and ( i i )  the 
extent, if  airy, to which the full timing accuracy of GPS 
may be intentionally deteriorated for non-US-military 
users. Because this information is rzot available at present, 
the background information in this paper is based on 
generally-available publications and reasonable projections 
from a variety of (non-official) sources. In particular, where 
timing accuracies are projected or referred to, it must be 
understood that what eventually becomes realistically 
available from GPS, assuming full implementation of the 
system, could be substantially different from that projected 
here. 

As of December 1980, six GPS satellites are in orbit 
and are being evaluated. All carry Rb standards and some 
also have Cs standards. Full system implementation (1 8 
satellites) is projected for the mid-1980s. A variety of GPS 
navigation and timing receiver developments, intended for 
various applications, are in progress. 

I t  may be possible to use the GPS timing signals in 
several different ways to perform high accuracy time transfers 

and comparisons. In the “normal” mode, the transmitted 
signals are received at a user’s site; decoded; corrected for 
GPS clock errors, ionospheric effects, and satellite ephe- 
using meris cncoded data in the transmission; and then 
comparcd with local clock outputs. The realizable accuracy 
will be strongly influenced by the specific correction 
information made available to the users. 

In the “conmon-view” mode of use, the same GPS 
signals is received simultaneously at two (or more) sites 
(Allan & Weiss 1980). Since all of the clock errors and 
some of the ephemeris and the path correction uncertainties 
are common to each site’s observations, a degree of com- 
pensation for such uncertainties is realized and relatively 
good sychronization accuracy should be possible. A varia- 
tion of this technique, involving the sequential observation 
of the same satellite with a time lag between, may also 
prove useful for intercontinental time transfers due to the 
extremely stable behaviour of the GPS satellite clocks 
over periods of many hours. 

LASSO (Laser Synchronization froin Geostationary Orbit) 

The conccpt, as proposed to the European Space Agency 
(ESA) by the BIH, employs a laser retroreflector mounted 
on a suitablc geostationary satellite and laser-telescope 
equipped ground stations which are to be synchronized 
(Serene & Albertinoli 1979). Each ground station arranges 
to transmit laser pulses to the spacecraft, detect the returned 
pulses, and measure the round-trip delay time. On the 
spacecraft, the pulses received from the ground stations 
are also detected, and their times of arrival are measured 
in terms of a spacecraft clock in order to determine the 
difference in the arrival times. These measured differences in 
the arrival time at the spacecraft are then combined with the 
measured round-trip delays from each ground station and the 
known time relationship of the emitted laser pulses to 
the local clock at each station to provide the time differences 
among the ground station clocks. The spacecraft timing data 
can be sent to the ground stations after the fact by normal 
telemetry channels and the ground stations can exchange 
their data via teletype or other terrestrial links. 

The LASSO project has been approved by ESA as an 
experiment to be launched along with the SIRIO-2 satellite 
in late 1981. The satellite will be located for a few months 
in geostationary orbit at 25”W longitude to enable some 
North and South American LASSO participation. After 
that, SIR10 will be moved to about 20”E longitude for its 
prime meteorological mission. A number of organizations 
plan to participate in the LASSO experiment but in most 
cases, the laser facilities are not co-located with the principal 
timing centres. There are no plans at this time for future 
operational use of the LASSO technique, but it is anticipated 
that a standard LASSO spacecraft equipment package 
could be added to other future satellites-of-opportunity 
fairly easily and inexpensively. 
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US Space Shuttle TjF Transfer Experiment 

The US NASA organization proposes to perform a 
time-transfer experiinent using one of the U S  Space 
Shuttle vehicles with the intent of dcinonstrating feasibility 
of ~ n s  time transfers arid I x I O - ’ 4  frequency cotnparisons 
on a global basis (Decker et ul. 1980). The technique would 
includc hydrogen-maser clock systems on the spacecraft 
and on ground. use of threc separate microwave CW signals 
(two-way and one-way links) for Doppler cancellation and 
T/F transfer, mid a lascr link for calibration of the microwave 
links and cotnparisons of different techniques. 

’[he initial experiinent is being proposed for otic of tlic 
low altitudc, orbiting Space Shuttle flights (perhaps i n  the 
mid-1980’s) but has not yet been approved. If the techni- 
que is succcssfully dcnionstrated via the Space Shuttle, 
it may then be fcasiblc to adapt tlic basic technique and 
equipnicnt for later operational missions, presumably 
using liighcr orbits to allow a longcr observation time for 
each pass over a participating ground station. 

Use of New TiF Allocations in the 13-31 GHz Region 

The 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference made 
thc following additional allocations for T/F transfer using 
satellites: 

( ( I )  13.4-14.0 HGz (Earth-to-space); 
( h )  20.2-21.2 GHz (space-to-Earth); 
(c) 25.25-27.0 GHz (Earth-to-space); and 
(tl) 30.0-3 I .3 GHz (spacc-to-Earth). 

In each casc, the T / F  allocations arc sccondary alloca- 
t ions .  so that considerable co-ordination and sharing 
arrangements would need to bc worked out with the priinary 
services and other secondary services to assure that harmful 
interference is not caused to the other services. However, 
tlic wide bandwidth available may make such an effort 
worthwhile. particularly wcll into the futurc when extreme 
time transfer accuracies (c: 1 tis) may be needed and 
tcclinically feasible. 

’rime Signals Froin Meteorological Satellites 

The current programme of the US National Bureau 
of Stand ar cis to disseminate niodera tc-accuracy timing 
signals from two operational GOES meteorological satellites 
has been described earlicr in this paper. Possibilities for 
cxtcnding the time code coverage via the European Meteosat 
and Japanese GMS satellites were also mentioned. 

timing nceds for only modest accuracy levels could be 
efficiently satisfied by  one-way time signal transmissions via 
a 400. I MHz transponder addcd on  to  one or Inore satell- 
ites-of-opportunity. With the 1-25 k l iz  iisahlc bandwidth 
allocated, there wc~ild be considerable flexibility in designing 
the timing signal. Onc could, of coursc, includc voice 
announcemctils, t ick,  toties, and tinic codes just a s  i s  done 
now on the HE‘ scrviccs. On the other hand, i t  would also 
be possible to include s o m  type of low-level, P K N  codc 
that could bc optionally decoded at higlicr LISCI‘ cost to 
provide much liighcr accuracy --pei.liaps a t  ~ h c  submicro- 
second level. Sincc the satellite timing signal is inherently 
international in scope, onc might also consider trans- 
mitting only a simplc timc code via the satcllitc transponder 
which could then be easily interfaced in the user’s receiver 
to solid-state “talking chips” with digital voice storage to 
crcatc locally tlic voice timc announceincnt in any desired 
language. The dcvcloptnent and iinplcmentation of such 
services might allow the gradual phasing out of many of 
the present terrestrial HF timing services and a potential 
solution to tlic current HF interference problems. 

At thc present time, there arc no known plans for 
implementing actual services using this allocation. 

Special Opportunities With Communication Satellites 

The direct approach of using leased channels on comin- 
unication satellites to transmit tinling signals has pre- 
viously been discussed in connection with the high-accuracy, 
point-to-point alternatives, where the large available band- 
width is a itcccssily for highest performance. However, in 
special circumstanccs there may be other ways in which 
these versatilc satellites can be used viably for general T/F 
dissemination. One suggestion that has been made is to 
usc the V H F  transponders on such satellites for timc dissemi- 
nation. ‘These transponders arc used mainly during initial 
orbit iitsertioti nianoeuvcrs and thus may be available for 
other ancillary applications oiicc the satellite is well cstab- 
lishcd in its operational orbit. 

I n  one spccific casc (India), an arrangement has been 
worked out for access by NPL to a portion of the comm- 
unications spectrum on the INSA’T Indian national 
communications satellitc for the specific purpose of time 
dissemination on an opcrational basis. A IO-kHL channel 
will be made available on the S-Band frequency channel 
and planning is underway to provide a complete timing 
signal, including position inforination on the satellite for 
one-way path delay correction by users. The TIF service 
may become available by 1983. 

Alteriiutiilcs Useful for  Both Nigh-Accurucy w i d  General 
Disscriiiiiut iori 

Use of 400.1 MHz ‘rranspondcrs on Satellites-of-Opportunity 
TKANSL’I’ 

In 197 I Spacc World Administrative Radio Conference 
allocated the frequency of 400.1 1t0.05 MHz for exclusive 
use for TjF dissemination by satellite. Many general 

The US TRANSIT Navigation System currently 
employs five operational, polar-orbiting satellites which 
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continuously transmit navigation/timing signals on the dual 
frequencies of 150 and 400 MHz (Laidet 1972). Timing 
referenced to the US Naval. Observatory can be extracted 
from fiducial timing markers transmitted each two minutes 
and by determining the propagation path delay from the 
satellite ephemeris information included in the TRANSIT 
signal format. Time is derived on the satellite from quartz- 
crystal oscillators which are corrected as necessary from the 
ground monitoring stations to keep received time within 
& 100 ps of UTC(USN0). Coniiiiercial receivers are avail- 
able which can automatically average over selected 
TRANSIT satellites and over a selected number of satellite 
passes. With a judicious use of satellite selection and averag- 
ing of satellite passes at a given location, general users 
can have access to a timing reference that normally 
remains within & 10 ps of UTC(USN0). 

The TRANSIT system is fully operational with five 
satellites and should continue to provide service for many 
more years. Support is provided by the US Navy which 
also publishes corrections relating the time of each TRANSlT 
satellite to UTC(USN0). 

Time comparison experiments conducted with an experi- 
mental improved TRANSIT(N0VA) satellite have 
indicated that accuracies of better than 100 ns are achiev- 
able (Taylor 1974). This improved performance, relative 
to the operational TRANSIT results, is due mainly to use 
of spread-spectrum, PRN-coded satellite signals and 
sophisticated receivers. 

Two NOVA satellites are scheduled for launch during 
1981. If at least one of these operates successfully, at least 
one additional satellite will be added later. As to this time, 
there is no approved operational requirement for adding 
the PRN code to TRANSIT and it rcmains uncertain 
whether such improved signals (for timing) will be available 
on a long-term basis. 

TDRS (Tracking and Data Relay Satellite) System 

The TD RS System is being implemcnted to provide 
two-way relay of tracking and other typcs of data between 
NASA ground facilities and low-altitude orbiting satellites 
in the 1980's (Chi 1979). The system will include two 
operational geostationary satellites at 41" W and 171" W 
longitude and a dedicated spare in orbit with the master 
control centre at White Sands, New Mexico. With these 
locations the TDRS systcm could provide timing links to 
laboratories all the way from Japan and Australia through 
North America to and including all of Europe. While the 
TDRS system is mainly intended to communicate with 
orbiting spacecraft, some NASA tracking stations will 
also be in the system. The possibility may exist for timing 
organizations to also participate as users. In one possible 
high-accuracy, two-way mode, each timing user could have 
an S-Band ( ~ 2  GHz) transponder with suitable auxiliary 
systems on-site. A timing signal, consisting of an identified 
point in a PRN code sequence, could be transmitted at 
K-Band from the master control station to the TDRS 

satellite and then to a timing user at S-band. This user could 
then measure the time of arrival in terms of his local clock, 
encode this information on to the TDRS signal, and return 
the signal to the control station via the satellite once again. 
The user could also generate a local timing signal and 
transmit it to the control station. Propagation delays can be 
accurately dealt with and time transfer accuracies of 
about 10 ns should be possible. For operational use, one 
could envision a periodic sequence of measurements com- 
paring each timing laboratory in turn with the master clock 
reference in New Mexico. Such regular comparisons could 
perhaps be scheduled and co-ordinated by NASA, the BIH 
or some other interested organization. 

Fixed location users on the earth might also have the 
option to use the TDRS signals in a lower-accuracy, one-way 
mode by making suitable computations and corrections for 
path delay. There is some possibility that a time-of-day 
code may be added to the TDRS capabilities. 

The TDRS system is approved as an operational system 
and will be implemented in 1982/1983 using leased commu- 
nication capacity from a US commercial satellite operator. 
Prototype user timing equipment is being developed under 
NASA sponsorship. Timing experiments will be performed 
via the TDRS system using this prototype equipment 
during the next several years. It isnot knownat this time 
what, if any access, T/F users may have to the TDRS 
system. 

TV Broadcast Satellites 

Terrestrial time comparisons, both within local areas 
and over much longer distance, are conducted routinely in 
many countries by having two sites simultaneously observe 
a designated synchronization pulse within the normal TV 
transmission format. When both sites are within common 
view of a single F V  transmitter, clock time differences can 
be measured to accuracies of r lOO ns or better, assuming 
the differential propagation path delay can also be deter- 
mined. The method is also useful at larger distances where 
two different TV transmitters can be observed that are 
interconnected in a TV network. With the present trend 
towards developing TV broadcast capabilities from dedicat- 
ed satellites, it may become feasible to apply the same TV 
time synchronization methods to the satellite TV case. 
The satellite TV pulses can certainly be received over 
larger areas and measured against local clocks with high 
resolution (a few nanoseconds). The accuracy with which 
two clocks can be compared, however, depends on knowing 
the differential propagation delay. One interesting idea is 
to accurately range the TV satellite via a few laser ranging 
stations and then use this information to compute the path 
delays. Another variation suggested by the BIH, would use 
the LASSO technique to calibrate the emission time of the 
satellite TV pulse, which would then be used to transfer 
time to individual users via one-way reception of the pulse. 
A third possibility would be for several timing centres to 
provide their own high-accuracy satellite position informa- 
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tion by comparing reception times of selected TV pulses. 
Still another approach for using ‘TV broadcast satellites, 
in this case with etnphasis inorc on general time dissemi- 
nation, involves encoding time-of-day information into tlic 
TV signal vertical blanking interval. I t  can then be received 
and decoded over wide reception areas with modest accuracy 
sufficient for many public time keeping needs. 

TV Broadcast satellites are currently under development 
to serve a number of countries and regions throughout the 
world. T/F dissemination experiments using such satellites 
are being conducted in Japan (Saburi et al. 1979) and are 
planned for India and Europe. The vertical interval time 
code has been tested experimentally in the US (Howe 

1972) and may be. implemented later on some European TV 
satellites ‘is they become operational. 

COMYAKISON OF THE AI‘IERNA’1IVF:S 

Table 1 sumniarizes in concise forni some of the principal 
advantages and disadvantages of the various satellite 
alternatives. Table 2 gives some additional comparative 
information on the alternatives, including coverage, accuracy 
capability, some user cost considerations, and indication of 
whether the alternative is feasible for on-sitc use as contrasted 
with the need for auxiliary timing links to OK-site rccctvitlg 
facilities, and the status of the system or technique in terms 
of bcing available only experimentally or on a longer-term 
operational basis. 

Table 1. PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES A N D  DISADVANTAGES OF SATELLITE ALTERNATIVLJ 

Satcllite Altcrriatiw Priticipul Ad)~mrtugcs Ainrigal Risadvatitugcs 

1 .  Coininunication Satcllitcs Technology and opcrational systems available now. 
Much accumulatcd experience. Longterni conti- 

’ nuity asured. Two-way technique provides high 
accuracy. Costs and required antcnna siLc 

,decreasing. High reliability regional and in- 
ternational coverage. On-site operation fcasihle 
in sonic cases. Large bandwidth may be available. 
Many governments already directly involvcd i n  
operational systems. 

2. u. GPS Normal Mode M a l  have high accuracy capability. Worldwide, 
continuaus coverage. Ample redundancy and 
system sEpport. One-way technique. Long- 
term continuity of system. Strong receiver dcvc- 
lopment cliurt likely if access and accuracy not 
unduly restricted. Small antennas fcasiblc. On- 
site operation. 

h. Commonview Mode 

3. LASSO 

4. Space Shuttle Expeiinient 

I’otcntially 1~7wcr rccciver costs (<$?5k). lligh 
synchronization accuracy for distancys of several 
thousand km. <:onvenient on-site operation. Any 
clihcmeris errors partly compensa!ccl fnr. Rcquircs 
o n  1 y knowlcdgc o f  diJrrcntinl path dcla y. 

I’otcntrally one  of the most  accurate altern,rtives. 
May a l l n w d  1115 time t i  ansfer. Synclironimtion 
icquiro only a fcw minutes. Standard LASSO 
packages could be addcd to other ~atcllitcs in 
fll!111 e ,  

I’otentially c i n e  of the most accurate alternatives. 
Use of multiple frequencies reduces uncertainties. 
Not wcathcr sensitive. Uses H masers for stability. 
A I lows d ircct frcq ucncy coniparisori s. 

4. USC of NEW 13-31 GHZ Frcqucncics arc internationally allocated 1-or T/F 
A1oca[icins usc. Large bandwidths would permit measure- 

Not restricted to a incnt precisioiis of Q loops. 
particular satellite system. 

Present costs, though dccreasing, arc relativcly 
high. Largc antcnnas necessary In sonic cascs- 
espccially for Intelsat links. User must have 
transmit capability. In some cases nccd auxiliary 
links to satellite facilities from T/F iabs. Highest 
accuracy requires a tlifficult calibration of ground 
station delays. Nigh currcnt demand for avail- 
able channels. 

May be restiictions on access and available accu- 
racy for non-US.-nmilitary users. I’resent receiver 
costs >$50k. Complex signal format. Onc-way 
method requires path delay dctcmmination by 
I1 sc r s . 

I w  best results sites should be within r $ 2 0 0 0  km. 
Primarily for regional synchronizatioii. May be 
restrictions on access and availablc accuincy for 
non-U.S.-inilitsry users. Rcquireb sonic co- 
ol-dinatioil and scheduling alTl<m& labs. 

lligh user costs f o r  cquipincnt. Most laser sites 
not co-located with T/F labs. I.ascr opcriitions 
subject to  weather conditions. Expcrinicnts 
planned but no opcrational plans. Lack of 
lascr cxperiencc. Possiblc safety hazarnls to 
ail-craft. 

Only a propr)sal ;it present; iio plans IoI opcratiorial 
mode. Expensivc, complex equipmeii t required. 
Shuttle use for cxpcrinicnt limits obscrvation time 
during cadi pass. 

Technology in this lrcyucncy rangc iiccds further 
development and cost reduction. Allocations arc 
on a shared secotdary basis. Probably not 
feasible for 5-10 ycars. 
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Table 1 (Contd.) 

Satellite Alternative Principal Advantage5 Principal Disadvantage3 

6. Meteorological Satellites 

7. Use of 400.1 MHz 
Allocation 

8. VHF Transponder or Dedic- 
ated 10 kHz Channel on 
Communication satellite 

9. a. Transit 1980 Operational 
System 

6. Improvetl TRANSIT 
(NOVA) 

IO.  u. TDRS Two-way mode 

6. One-way mode 

I I .  TV Broadcast Satellitc 
a. High accuracy mode 

Low user cost. Sonic commercial receivers already 
availablc. Continuous service available from 
geostationary satellites. Time code already opera- 
tional on some GOES satellites; could be expand- 
ed to Meteosat and G M S  using same equipment. 
GOES time code contains complete time-of-year 
information rcferenccd to UTC. Relatively secure 
longterm continuity for prime satellite mission. 
On-site use. 

Frcqueixy is already internationally allocated for 
T/F use on a primary basis (with minor exceptions 
in some areas). Compatible with very inexpensive 
uscr equipment. Usable bandwidth could permit 
a dual-level service. Compatible with olT-thc- 
shelf satellitc transpoi:dci-s. Could usc 400.1 
MHz transponder a5 add-on package to any 
satellite-of-opportunity. Scrvicc operating costs 
would be much lower than for currcnt HF services. 
Could relieve H F  interfercncc problems. Flexi- 
bility o f  signal dcsign. Could easily provide 
global, o r  a least international coveragc with 
multi-languagc capability. On-site use. 

VHF transponders used mainly during orbit 
insertion and may bc available latcr for T/F use. 
Convenieiit frequencies. Long-term continuity of 
primary satellitc mission. Could be low cost. I O  
kHz chaiincl ;tllows complete time information 
to be disseminated. India plans implementation 
operationally via INSAT. On-site use. 

Fully opcrational, strongly supported with five 
satellites. Global coverage. Commercial receivers 
available. Time signals referenccd to UTC. On- 
site use. Automatic receivers can avcragc passes 
and select specific satellites for improved accuracy. 
Longtcrni TRANSIT operation likely. 

High accui-acy possible with onewayte chnique. 
Global covci-age. including high-latitude rcyions. 
Simplc antelinas; on-site operation. Should pro- 
kide improved perfomlancc with present I-cccivcrs 
two NOVA satellites schcdulcd for launch. 

Coverage of nearly all 11-ajor timing ccnttcs via two 
geostationary salcllitcs. High potential accuracy 
capability (e 10 11s). System fully approved. 
Has at least a 10-ycar projected life. In-oi-bit 
spacc. 
Access to TDKS much easier in one-way motlc. 
Simpler, chcapcr equipment. Wide coverage. 
May include a time code. 

Sonic forms of user equipment for TV timing 
measurements alrcady dcvclopcd. Many TV 
satellites planncd throughout world. User equip- 
men1 can be fairly simple with small antennas 
feasible. Accuracy can be excellent if satellite 
position is dctcrmined via auxiliary measurements 
at  certain selcclcd sites, Large signal-to-noisc 
ratios and bandwidths availablc. On-site opera- 
tion. Long-term continuity assured by primary 
satellite mission. 

Coverage of present GOES time code limited to 
Western hemisphere. Occasional time deviations 
o f  > 100 ps possible with GOES. 468 MHL 
frcqucncy used is not a specific T/F allocation. 
Secondary status of allocation may result in inter- 
ference from land mobile service in some areas. 
Must have co-operation of non- T/F organizations. 

N o  present known plans for operational imple- 
mentation. Need to identify appropriate satellites 
and develop co-operative arrangements. May be 
difficult to convince large numbers of users to 
convert Lo satellite service, even if tcchnically 
supcrioi-. As replacement for H F  services, 
would iiecd long overlap period with both services 
t o  allow cquipmcnt amortization and user 
education. 

Availability of transponders uncertain. Requires 
agreements and active co-operation with non- T/F 
organizations. Dedicated channels probably not 
generally available to T/F organizations, except 
i n  special situations. Liniitcd accuracy capebi- 
lily with 10 kHL channel. 

Polar oi bits icsult in timing signals being available 
only periodically at  a given location. Time 
illformation has 30-minute ambiguity. Receivers 
must handlc Dopplcr shifts. 

NOVA improvenients for time transfer still have 
only experimental status. Time signals available 
intermitteiitly. Availability of most precise 
ephemeris information to gcncral uscrs may be 
rcstrictcd. 

Two-way tcchniquc requires careful ground 
equipmcnt calibration. Relatively high user costs. 
Access to TDRS would require NASA pcrmissioi-. 
Two labs can compare time only indirectly via a 
third station. 

Availability to non-NASA users not known. 
Limited accuracy capability. User costs uncertain 
at this time. 

Requires auxiliary facilities and techniqucs to 
determine satellite position and distribute this data 
to users fox- path corrections. Coverage confined 
to regions or, in some cases, individual countries. 
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Table 1 (Contd.) 

Satellite Alternative Principal Advantages Principal Disadvantages 

b. General dissemination Equipment already developed for using T V  synchro- Some knowledge of propagation path delays is 
mode nization pulses. Time , code could bc added to needed. Coverage is mainly regional or  to 

vertical interval. Small antennas, simplc receivers, individual countries. Requires co-operation of 
and simple measurement techniques are feasible. vertical-interval time code. 
Likely to be numerous, long-term TV satellite 
systems in operation. On-site reception. Largc 
SIN and bandwidth. 

Table 2.  SELECTED COMPARISON INFORMATION FOR SATELLITE ALTERNATIVES 

Satelli te Alteritat I vc Coverage Accuracj Liter C O J l  Fcasrble j i ~ t  Ope1 ational or 
Cnpabilrtj Lrtitnalc~ On-site Use Experimental 

._ ~- - ~ - -  ~ _ _ ~ _ _ _ _  ________-_- - ~~ -~ 

1. Communication Satellites Regional or global 10-50 11s $25- $look foi on- Depends on specific Operational 

Iiour for traiispondcr location. Expensive. 8 

time (TV channel) 

(networks) site termindl $500/ xitellite system and 

2 .  a. GPS Normalmode 

b. Common-view 
mode 

3.  LASSO 

4. Space shuttle experiment 

5. UseofNew 13-31 GHz 
Allocations 

6. Meteorological satellites 

7. Use of 400.1 MHL Allo- 
cation 

Global; continuous Possiblyw 100 tis if Present timing Y e s  
not degraded; other- receiver >$50k. 
wise, possibly 1 - 3 ~ s .  Should decfeasc 

with developinent. 

Mainly regional, but Depends on specific Oiie receiver deve- Yes 
also intercontinental geometry of link. lopment invokes 
at reduced accuracy. Possibly e 1 0  ns if parts cost of 
Best results for up not degraded. =$5k.  Includes 
to a few thousand antenna. 
km. 

6 satellites now in 
orbit. Full implemen- 
tation sometime after 
1985. 

See above 

Europe, Africa, S. B 1 ns projected Very expensive; Not in general. Experimental during 
America, eastern full laser stations Requires laser 1981/1982. Could 
U.S. and Canada e $ l m .  Usually station. develop operational 
initially for a few requires auxiliary add-on package later. 
months. Europe and timing links to laser 
Africa later. sites. 

Depends oil specific < 1 ns (time) and Requires 3-frc- Possibly, with fur- Proposed experi- 
flight. Possibly l-’4 (fiequency) quency microwave ther equipment deve- ment: no plans for 
covering f 57’ in  prjectcd.  ground facility; two lopment for later operational system. 
Int i  t ude. way links to shuttle. usc. 

Ikpends on satellite Precision: 10-50 ps. Expensivc until Probably. No present plans for 

Izxpensivc. 

system used. Accuracy: limited by further development 
dclay uncertainties. 

Operational or ex- 
perimental use. 

ikpends on systeiii. f 16ms (uncorrect- $2200 (lins accuracy) Yes  GOES satellite 
Hemispheric for U.S. ed) k0.5ms (correct- $64500 ( 5 0 p  accur- system is opera- 
GOES time code. cd for main path acy) Antciinas in- tional. Time code on 
I’ossiblc cxpansion delay) f50}1s (fiilly cludcd. U.S. satellites since 
to Europe, Japan. correctcd). 1975. 

Ikpcntls on \atcllitc Basic lcvcl : lms Basic level : <$500. Yes 
system lI5Cd. Probably could PRN code: < $3000. 

achieve < Ips via 
PRN code. 

8. VHE Transponder 01 Regional =Ips  possible. Could Should be fairly low Yes 
dedicated 10 kHz also disseminate less 
channel on  coniniunica- accuiate code or 
tion satellite voice. 

Allocation exists bat 
no known plans for 
use. 

lndia plans use of 
IOkHz channel 012 

INSAT -1983. 
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Table 2. (Confd.) 

Satellite Alternative Coverage Accuracy User Cost Feasible for Ope rational or 
Capability Est [mates On-site Use Lkperi mental 

9. Transit 1980 Global. including 30ps (signal satcl- S S 1 2 k  for hilly Yes Opcrational 
Operational high latitudcs, on  an lite) automatic rcceivcr 

system intcrmittent basis. lops (satcllitc en- and omni-directional 
semble) antenna. 

Improvcd Same as above, ex- <loons $15k-$50k after Yes Experimental 
TRANSIT cept only two satcl- initial receiver 
(NOVA) lities are now plann- development 

cd initially. 

10. TDRS Two-way mode Nearly worldwide, Probably S lOi i s  Not determined Yes, in most Operational in 
cascs 1982/1983. except for 3Oo-12O0 

E. longitudc. 
but probably >$25k. 

One-way mode Samc as abovc ~ l - l O p S  Not dctcrmincd, Ycs Sanic as above. 
but relatively Fncs- 
pensive. 

11. TV 6 High accuracy Regional Depends on quality At present: ~ $ 3 . 3 k .  Yes 1-metre E s p e r i m E n t a 1 
Broad- mode of ephemeris d a h .  Should be reduced antennas at present but many 
cast Probably < 1 ps ,lid significantly i l l  pro- may bc operational satellites 
satellite possibly 100ns. duction quantities. usable. ;IUC planned. 

General dissemi- Same as abovc W c l l d s  011 path cor- Sanic as abovc. ~ .css  yes S a m  as abovc. 
nation mode rcction capability. demand on users fc)r 

Possible timc codc handling path delays. 
for general USC. 

-.._I _- - - 
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